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We want to share with you some news and notes about
SRJO. We enjoy performing for you! 

Artistic Notes – Michael Brockman, SRJO Co-Artistic Director 
 
Maria Schneider concerts, November 3-4, 2018 
 
This set of rehearsals and concerts was one of our biggest and best projects---ever! In
all ways, Maria had a great time with everyone at SRJO. We hope you enjoyed her. The
band had an especially thrilling time working with her, and tackling her amazing music.
The musical selections for this concert were very difficult; fortunately, we budgeted for
extra musician time to rehearse this exciting show.

We followed each concert with a very nice backstage reception (Seattle & Kirkland) at
which donors and supporters got to meet Maria up close (and Maria closed down both
parties). 

We have received many excellent comments from audience members about the
Schneider concerts. Here is a typical email: "Michael, Saturday's concert was amazing!
Such complex, creative music. … Maria really brought the band to a new level and it was
exhilarating to be present and hear it and watch her work with you all. Congratulations to
everyone! - WR" 
 
Comments from all the musicians tell us this was a peak experience in their careers.
Veteran SRJO pianist Randy Halberstadt wrote, "It was pretty much a transformative
experience, Michael. I’ll remember it when I’m 90."  
 
Ellington Sacred Music concert at St. Mark’s Cathedral, December 28, 2018 
 
This year was the 30th annual Seattle presentation of the Duke Ellington Sacred Music
concert. This was a huge concert with some 50 musicians all together on the stage--the
SRJO, the NW Chamber chorus, and special vocal soloists. The event was a big
success, and was fully sold out. The venue this year was gorgeous, and the room's long
reverberation became an important part of the performance. 
 
In recognition of this 30-year milestone, we have re-printed the SRJO "Sacred Music of
Duke Ellington" CD (featuring Dee Daniels as soloist), and many patrons (and new
SRJO fans) picked up their copies at the concert. Jim Wilke was on hand to record the
concert this year, and as he does with all SRJO concerts, re-broadcast highlights on his
Jazz Northwest program on KNKX 88.5. 
 
In the coming 2019-20 season, the Sacred Concert will take place on Saturday,
December 28, 2019, at the refurbished Town Hall in Seattle. 

One-on-One with SRJO’s Alex Dugdale 
 
Q: Did you grow up in the Northwest? 
 
A: I did. At the time my dad was the doctor at the McNeil Island federal penitentiary, and
when my parents adopted me from my native Colombia, the adoption papers described
McNeil as “a lovely wooded setting” (he laughs). We moved to Seattle’s Wedgwood
neighborhood when I was one or two, when my dad started working at the University of
Washington. 
 
Q: What did you do as a kid? 
 
A: I loved to play baseball with my friends. We’d call around the neighborhood and
arrange a pickup game. We made up crazy rules, like if someone’s on base and scores,
then they become the catcher for the opposing team. I really liked baseball. 
 
In 5th grade my family traveled to Italy. That’s where I learned to appreciate food. I still
do! We continued to travel during my middle and high school years. To me, it’s so
important to learn about and embrace other cultures. 
 
Q: How did music enter your life? 
 
A: I started playing clarinet in fourth grade, but at the time I wanting to dance, especially
tap dance. When I was eleven we traveled to New York where I performed at a tap
dance festival. I remember in the subway there was a guy playing "Take the A Train" on
steel drums, so I started tap dancing with him. At that point, I understood that music is a
universal thing; jamming with this stranger in the subway showed me that each of us can
communicate with each other through music, whether we speak in rhythm or tones. After
our New York trip, I told my parents I wanted to get into jazz, and then joined the jazz
band at Eckstein Middle School with Mr. Moc Escobedo. He helped me switch to
saxophone, which I really liked. 
 
Even though I loved dance, I wasn’t cut out for it. For one thing, I didn’t have the
physique for it. Plus, I found out I had Type 1 diabetes. 
 
Q: How did you discover that? 
 
A: The summer before our New York trip, I started losing weight and was thirsty all the
time. One night l woke up and drank literally everything in the fridge. My parents rushed
me to the hospital, and my blood sugar was higher than the meter would go. So that’s
something that changed my life. 
 
Q: It didn’t stop you from pursuing music. 
 
A: No, it didn’t. After Eckstein, I went to Roosevelt High School and played in the jazz
band under Mr. Brown. Jazz band helped me adjust socially; it gave me an identity; I
became “a music guy!” 
 
Q: Scott Brown directs the music programs at Roosevelt, and plays trombone for
SRJO. You continue to refer to him as “Mister Brown.” 
 
A: I do, but on occasion I get bold and call him Scott! 
 
In my senior year, I auditioned to attend Eastman School of Music at the University of
Rochester, and got accepted, so I went to Eastman. 
 
Q: You also worked for Disney. 
 
A: Yes, during summer break at Eastman, I came back to Seattle and auditioned for the
Disney All-American College Band and got accepted to that! It turns out one of my best
friends got accepted also, so we spent the summer in Anaheim playing at Disneyland. It
was a really fun experience! The musicians there are really good, though they typically
don’t get to show how good they really are. 
 
Q: How did you get introduced to SRJO? 
 
A: Back in high school, I was asked to tap dance at the Duke Ellington Sacred Concert,
around 2004-2005. The next year, SRJO asked me to play saxophone at the Sacred.
What a thrilling experience getting to play with these legends: Scott Brown, Clarence
Acox, Michael Brockman! I joined SRJO as a musician around 2016, though I subbed
with them a couple a years before that.  
 
Q: What is your musical future? 
 
A: I’m in charge of a band called FADE, which has been around since 2012-13. We’ve
had the same players now for the past 2 years. We’re considering doing a CD. 
 
Q: Aside from music and dance, what other interests do you have? 
 
A: I still love baseball. I love getting together with friends; I love writing music. This gala
is going to be a lot of fun! We’ll be playing some Ellington and Strayhorn music, plus we’ll
play some of my original tunes. 
 
Q: What advice do you have for aspiring musicians? 
 
A: First of all, you’ve got to give up sleep! (He laughs.) I would say: first, be good at what
you do. Second, work hard and prepare. Third, be nice to people; smile; play with
people you enjoy. Finally, use music as your communication tool. Some of my best
compositions come from stress, from joy, from emotional highs and lows. Because music
is a language we all understand, embrace that; learn how to harness that, and you will
be great! 
 
Alex Dugdale and FADE perform at SRJO’s ‘Round Midnight Gala, March 9, at Seattle’s
Sunset Club, 1001 University Street. Tickets are available via this link. 

Photos by Jim Levitt. Left: Alex takes flight with Maria Schneider and SRJO! Right: Alex solos with SRJO
guest artist Christian McBride.

Classic Moments in
SRJO History
 
Oct 6, 2002:  Founding member
and lead tenor saxophonist Don
Lanphere breaks the mythical
9,261 note limit in a single solo!

Cartoon by M. Ohrschuss 

Jazz trivia
 
SRJO co-Artistic Director Michael Brockman is also an inventor, patenting the Broctave
Key in 2009. What is a Broctave Key? 
 
A) It is a device that helps keeps a saxophone in tune. 
 
B) It is an app that automatically raises or lowers the key signature of a composition. 
 
C) It allows a vehicle to be unlocked using a cell phone. 
 
D) It removes pits from fruit (“from cherries to avocados”) without splitting the fruit. 
 
E) None of the above. 
 
  
 
  
 
  
 
Answer: A 
 

We really enjoy performing for you!
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